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1. ABOUT US
Klorofeel Foundation is incorporated as a Section 8 Company focused on education of under-privileged school students.
VISION

MISSION

To see a society of socially & ecologically responsible
children growing up to be economically independent
human beings, across the country.

To promote meaningful education for economically
underprivileged children.

OUR KEY BELIEFS
 Education can bring a child and her family, out of
economic and social misery, in one generation.
 Education must be joyful and interesting, motivating
students to seek knowledge.
 Education must be connected with the environment and
include sports, culture, arts, and awareness of the world
around.
 Education must address thinking, questioning, decision
making, respect for diversity, building perspective,
effective communication, and remove fear, prejudice and
intolerance.
 We value simplicity over perfection, whenever simplicity
helps that learning.

KLCS: KLOROFEEL LEARNING CENTRES AT VILLAGE LEVEL
OPERATING BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL HOURS.
SAATHIS: LOCAL YOUTHS TRAINED TO FACILITATE LEARNING
OF CHILDREN.
KLOROFEEL EDUCATIONAL ECOSYSTEM
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2. PROGRESS SO FAR

Avg. Percentage of
Skills Acquired

Improvement in Base Learing Level from 2017
to 2020
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2017

Mathematics (25
Skills)

Odia (45 Skills)

2020

17 LEARNING CENTRES
AT VILLAGE LEVEL

IN SCHOOL INTERVENTION
IN 8 SCHOOLS

39 SAATHIS

17 MOTHERS’ GROUPS

Subjects

The base learning level (average) of children from Class 1 to 5
has gone up from 30% to 64% in Mathematics and from 35%
to 66% in Odia language over a three-year period.
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3. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR
In this year the focus has been on both expanding and deepening the educational interventions of Klorofeel Foundation.
Innovative pilot intervention at the village level, having potential to generate enough returns to meet the running cost of the
KLC and the nutritional need of the children, has been started in one of the villages. Collaboration with other organizations
has been forged to strengthen the current intervention and scale up to other geographies. The following are the key activities
taken up during the year by the organization.
 Collaboration with other organizations
 Scaling up the intervention to Paradeep and Expanding KLCs at Bissamcuttack
 Games and activities for learning, practicing and applying the concepts
 Saathi development intervention
 Measuring learning levels of students
 Formation and nurturing of Mothers’ Groups
 Innovative pilot intervention for sustainability and nutritional needs of children
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3.1 Our Collaborations
We continued our existing collaboration with Pratham, ILP (India Literacy Project) and Children Toy Foundation of India.
They supported us in reaching out to more students with their kits, toys and onsite training. In addition to fostering existing
collaboration, we have with the above two organizations, we forged collaboration with Paradeep Phosphate Limited (PPL) for
in-school education intervention at Paradeep; Selco Foundation for addressing the nutritional needs of children; Pro Sports
Development for leveraging sports for both physical and mental health of children; and Jodo Gyan for learning Mathematics
through activities. The collaborations have helped us to scale up our intervention, strengthen our teaching and learning
process and move towards ensuring holistic education for the children we are associated with.

Paradeep Phosphates Ltd.

In-School Education Intervention at Paradeep

Children Toy Foundation

Toy Library and Training in Game-Based Learning

Harsha Trust

Off-school Education Intervention at Bissamcuttack

India Literacy Project
Jodo Gyan

Science Kit and Introductory Training in Science
Experiments
Learning Kits and Training in Activity-based Learning

Pratham

Library Kit in Odia and English

Pro Sport Development

Physical and Sports Activity

Selco Foundation

Nutritional Needs of Students
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3.2 Scaling Up the Intervention
a. Scaling up the intervention to Kujang Block

With the Support of Paradeep Phosphate Ltd, a
multi-thematic intervention on Livelihood, Health,
Nutrition, Education and Drinking water has been
started in four Gram Panchayats (GPs) of Kujang
Block of Jagatsinghpur District of Odisha. While the
intervention is being implemented and coordinated
by Harsha Trust, Klorofeel Foundation provides both
technical and field implementation support for the
intervention on education. The education
intervention has been initiated in eight primary
schools of four GPs-Bagadia, Kothi, Mangarajpur and
Fatepur of Kujang block.
Twelve numbers of local youths have been selected
and trained as Saathis who facilitate the learning
process within school through innovative teaching
activities and sports. The objective is to make learning
joyful, experiential and help students achieve grade
appropriate learning level.
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b. Expanding KLCs at Bissamcuttack

In order to influence the educational ecosystem, our approach has been to work in an area saturation
mode where Gram Panchayat is the primary unit. We had started our intervention in Jhigidi and
Kankubadi GPs of Bissamcuttack block and with demand from other villages of these GPs, eight more
numbers of KLCs have been initiated. With expansion of KLCs, we have now 17 numbers in these two
GPs, accommodating to almost all I to V grade students.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Klorofeel Learning
Centre
BadaGotiguda
Bondeiguda
Borikhal
Gadaba
Chanchalamundi
Gandhinagar
Ghospadi
Jhigdi - 1
Jhigdi - 2
Panaspadar
Mondapai
Kankubadi
Nirgundi
Ratatikri
Urlajodi
SanaGotiguda
Jambuguda
TOTAL

No. of
Students
29
12
17
30
27
26
19
21
32
11
26
27
23
27
18
26
22
393

No. of
Saathis
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
27
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3.3 Activity Based Learning
In our endeavour to facilitate children to learn, practice and apply the concepts presented in their textbooks,
efforts have been to create activities aligned to the local context. We also use directly or with suitable
modifications the activities designed by other organizations like Jodo Gyan, Children Toy Foundation of India
and Pro Sports Development. As Saathis facilitate learning process, they have started playing crucial role in
designing new activities which help the children to understand a concept, practice it and apply the same. The
creation of new activities for any particular concept is being encouraged through conducting workshops for
Saathis and in the weekly meetings. We could observe the ease with which the students understand a concept
when the learning is facilitated through activities.
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3.4 Saathi Development Interventions
a. Learning workshop for
Saathis
The workshop was aimed at familiarizing
Saathis with effective teaching learning
material which are contextual and activity
based in nature. Also, we explored the
purpose of education with their
experience.
b. Multi-sport and physical activity workshop
with
support
from
Pro Sports
Development
The workshop was aimed at training
Saathis in outdoor sports activities which
will be promoted by them in school with
the students. We look forward to
conducting holistic growth through sport
activities.
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c. Science Kit Training Workshop
Training of Saathis was done on various
government
syllabus-based
science
experiments for students using the kit to
create awareness and interest for science
among students.
d. Toy Library Training Workshop
The two-day training workshop was for
Saathis to understand the procedures and get
familiar with the toys and games. This will
further help us co-create joyful environment
in the classrooms while imparting
activity-based learning.
e. Jodo Gyan Learning Kit Training Workshop
Training of Saathis was done on various
government
syllabus-based
Teaching
Learning Materials (TLMs) and practices.
Ganit Mala was one of the TLMs worth a
special mention. The first day was about
TLMs and practices for students in
Kinder-Garten to Class 3, and the 2nd day,
we learnt about TLMs and practices for
students in class 4 & 5.The Learning kits will
be used as learning aids for conducting activity-based session in classrooms for
understanding, experiencing and applying concepts from different subjects.
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3.5 Measuring Learning Level of Students
Bissamcuttack Learning Centres

Community Learning Centres at Kujanga, Jagatsinghpur

Division

Subtraction

No. Recognition (10-99)

Story

Beginner

No. Recognition
(1-9)

Math Level

Paragraph

Word

Letter

Beginner

Total Number of tested Children

Class

Reading Level

Class - 1

16

3

7

3

1

2

2

2

7

5

0

Class - 2

31

0

5

10

4

12

0

2

6

20

3

Class - 3

22

0

4

4

4

10

0

0

3

10

9

Class - 4

19

0

1

2

4

12

0

0

2

6

11

Class - 5

20

0

2

1

2

15

0

1

2

3

14

TOTAL 108

3

19

20

15

51

2

5

20

44

37
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3.6 Engagement With Parents
Parents are the key stakeholders of our education process and through our intervention we have formed 17 Mothers’ Group
across the seventeen learning centes at Bissamcuttack. The Mothers’ Groups meet regularly, manage the running of the
learning centres, and learn about the progress in learning level of their children. The Saathis guide and encourage the parents
to motivate their children to develop a habit of reading and build their aspiration. One of the Mothers’ Groups, at Kankubadi,
has started focusing on the nutrition of their children by increasing the consumption of vegetable and millets at their home.
At Kujang Block, based on the desire of the parents and
subsequent resolutions at School Management Committee
(SMC), 12 Saathis have been appointed for supporting the
learning activities in the classrooms of 8 Schools.
Parents played critical role in identify the Saathis based on
desirable traits and skills.
Sarpanch and the parents have been instrumental in
integrating the role of Saathis with the existing learning
environment at the Schools.
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3.7 Innovative Pilot Intervention for Sustainability of Learning Centre and Nutritional Needs of Children
In an effort to meet the running cost of the centre and meet the nutritional need of the children, the Mothers’ Group of
Kankubadi centre decided to take up community-based vegetable farming in three acres of land. One member from the
Mothers’ Group has leased 3 acres of land to the Mothers’ Group for community farming. The Mothers’ Group through the
support of Klorofeel Foundation and Harsha Trust has fenced the farm, installed a solar pump to irrigate the land and has
taken up crops in the farm. The Mothers’ Group has appointed a person to water and guard the farm.

The Mothers Group works in the farm. The members either take money for their work or vegetable grown in the farm in lieu
of their work. The innovative component in the working process is, any member can work just for an hour and can take either
Rs 25 for an hour or equivalent amount of vegetable. Once enough vegetables get produced in the farm, the members will
only be provided vegetable for their one-hour work per day in the farm. A member can work for an hour per day so that
everybody gets the opportunity to work and get around one kg of vegetable to meet the nutritional need of their family. While
seasonal vegetables like Brinjal, Ivory Gourd and Pointed Gourd are given out against the labour work, the revenue from
selling of Yam and Banana after the year end will be used to meet the running cost of the Learning Centre. The intervention
is at pilot stage and its effectiveness will be ascertained at the end of the financial year 2020-21.
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4. GOVERNANCE
Haribandhu Panda: Graduated from NIT, Rourkela, FMS, Delhi University and AIT, Bangkok. Served as Design
Engineer at NTPC, Researcher at AIT (Bangkok), Technology Management Specialist at SEATEC (Bangkok), Professor
at IRMA (Anand), Dean and Director at several management schools, Vice Chancellor at Centurion University with
experience in technology led and market linked institution design, sustainable development and meaningful education for
three decades.
Sibakripa Bose: Graduated from Utkal University and IIFT, Delhi. Served as President/MD in multiple organizations
in Birla Group, in India and Africa; Holistic Life Coach and Mentor at many institutions for four decades. For more than
a decade, focused on Yoga, Meditation and Holistic education.

Kalyan K Banerjee: Graduated from IIT, Delhi and IIT, Kanpur. Co-founder of Mindtree, served as Computer
systems designer at Wipro R&D with Experience in IT industry and in Education for more than 30 years. Mentor at
Education focused organizations and schools (e.g. Reap Benefit, Rise High Public School, Walnut) and supports young
software organizations focused on learning.
Jitendra Nayak (CEO): Graduated from UCE, Burla and IRMA (Anand), Served for more than two decades in social
sector organisations such as in PRADAN, Harsha Trust and Tata Trusts. Significantly contributed to the implementation
of multi-thematic development interventions on sustainable Livelihood security, Health, Education, Water and Sanitation
for the underprivileged sections of the society in general and South Odisha in particular.

Bismaya Mahapatra: Co-Founder of Harsha Trust. Graduated from Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
(XIMB). Worked in industry and grassroots development for nearly three decades with Tata Consultancy Services,
Renaissances, PRADAN and Harsha Trust. Promoted community-based organisations and micro-entrepreneurs in rural
areas.
Rishin Chakraborty: Graduated from North Eastern Regional Institute of Science and Technology, Nirjuli, Arunachal
Pradesh. Conceptualised and implemented Mindtree Kalinga, among the best-known tangible corporate examples in
transforming the learning process. Rishin is expert in modern learning practices available in the country, well networked
with thinkers in education, personally trained in methodologies like Waldorf and practices homeschooling.
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5. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Stay connected with us – Follow our Social Media pages

1

Klorofeel Foundation
2
A 204, Shantivaan Apartment, Belgachhia, Trisulia, Barang, Cuttack, Odisha, 754005
klorofeel.foundation@gmail.com

